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Ever since the dissolution of
Institute Committee and the in-
stitution of the General Assem-
bly as the political organization
of the undergraduate body,
troubled freshmen have had to
go to great lengths to air their
complaints through any effective
medium. InsComm had as a per-
manent member the president of
each class, GA makes no such
provision.

In the wake of the loss of
that communications link, fresh-
men have had to depend upon
their own resources, but they
have found their political organi-
zation, the Freshman Council,
unable to respond at once to
both the new environment and
the wide range of habits and
opinionts among their classmates.
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Some of our readers have

criticized The Techt for relating,
in the December 4 issue, that the
General Assembly had passed a
motion to "push for acquittal"
for the 28 BSU members
charged at the Faculty Club sit-
in.

Our reporter considered the
phrase to be synonymous with
(from the text of the GA motion
itself) "oppose further disciplin-
ary action."

Clarifying the sense of the As-
sembly, UAP Steve Ehrmann ex-
plained that the motion was not
intended to prejudge the case,
but rather to encourage an in-
formal settlement.
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the work involved and corres-
ponding wage rate for other jobs
on ca m p u s, Taylor
recommended a salary of $3.21
per hour, five cents below the
black workers' latest demand
and 1 6 cents above the manage-
ment's top offer. He made no

.report on the racism charges.
The black workers appear

prepared to accept the wage
rate; head banquet set-up man
Herbert Lee called it "the first
victory under our belt.'' The
three men are still pressing for
the dismissal of Morrison and an
end to other ."racist" practices
within the MIT administration.

'Subtle Racism'
The rally Tuesday afternoon

was called by the SDS to lend
support to this continuing strug-
gle. Forty or fifty students gath-
ered early in the afternoon un-
der the building seven dome to
hear Lee and Henry Lacey, an-
other of the black workers. Pro-
fessor William Pinson, member
of the faculty staff University
Action Group, also addressed
the crowd, decrying the "subtle
racism" at MAIT and describing
his efforts to enlist the support
of James Bishop, a black admin-
istrator in the Dean for Student
Affairs office, for a Faculty Club
boycott. Bishop allegedly told
him to concentrate on getting
more black graduate students in
Earth and Planetary Sciences
(Pinson's department) and stop
interfering with Faculty Club
business.

Bishop's office
Bishop's office was the first

stop for the demonstrators as

the rally concluded. A dozen'
students crowded into his outer
office to seek an open meeting
while two dozen more filled the
hall outside. Bishop's secretary
told them the Dean was not in
and refused attempts to schedule
a group appointment - "only
individuals."

Leaflets passed out days be-
fore the rally had called for a
march to Davis's office following
the confrontation with Bishop.
Several students argued that it
would be better to wander
through the corridors almo§t at
random and drop in on the
offices unannounced to avoid-
finding administrators "out to
lunch"and unavailable.

Amnesty support
Instead, the SDS contingent

marched down the first floor
main corridor, halting in the
building ten lobby to press
James Allison, black director of
Opportunity Development, for
support. Noting that "no blacks
at MIT are in policy making
positions," Allison claimed he
was using his own methods to
improve employment oppor-
tunities for minorities. When
asked whether he approved of
the amnesty call for the 28 BSO
members under disciplinary re-
view for their part in the Faculty
Club sit-in, Allison replied yes.

The SDS group had shrunk to'
25 by the time the marchers had
walked through the chilly Not-
ember afternoon to E-1 9. Oliveri
and the two patrolmen, in
walkie-talkie contact with other
patrolmen monitoring the
march, guarded the door and
refused the SDS entry. He sug-
gested they phone for an ap-
pointment, and another MIT ad-
ministrator on hand related that
Davis had promised to meet with
four or five of the demonstrat-
ors.

LSC picket

When an SDS member tried
to get through to Davis on the
Institute phone system, his sec-
retary said that the personnel.
director was taking a phone call
on another line. Oliveri con-
tinued to refuse to permit .the
SDS members to enter; the de-
monstrators met briefly to plan
weekend picketing of the LSC
movies and then dispersed.

SDS fails in attempts

to confront Institute'
on racism charge

By Alex Makowski
The Faculty Club manage-

ment appears near resolution of
the wage dispute with three
black workers. The workers'
union and the management have
agreed on an hourly wage of
$3.23 an hour, retroactive to
Julyl, without free meals. Only
formal confirmation of the
agreement remains before final
settlement is completed.

There has been no similar
progress over the charges of rac-
ism against Club manager
William Morrison. A special com-
mittee chaired by Professor Elias
Gyftopoulos is investigating the
blacks' accusations.

Rally and March
In a related incident, a few

dozen students rallied briefly
Tuesday afternoon before
marching through MIT to con-
front administrators with racism
charges. Their attempts ended at
the door to Personell Director
Bob Davis's office, where Cam-
pus Patrol Captain James Oliveri
and two patrolmen blocked their
entry.

Settlement of the wage
dispute followed closely upon
the efforts of Warren Taylor, a
black lawyer and professional
arbitrator called to MIT to help
resolve the differences between
the workers and the manage-
ment. After carefully studying

By John Gunther and
Harvey Baker

The MIT Planning Office is
currently engaging in a long-term
beautification project for Massa-
chusetts Avenue, utilizing funds
donated specifically for that pur-
pose by an alumnus.

The project, when finished,
will include the planting of 38
new trees along Mass. Ave., from
Memorial Drive to Vassar Street;
new large size, colorful flower
pots; a series of benches lining
both sides of the street; and two
new heated bus shelters.

The Institute received the
money for the beautification
program five years ago and since
that time has been considering a
series of ideas for spending it but
all previous plans had to be
rejected because of their high
cost. One of the plans would
have had a tunnel built from the
Student Center to Building 7 to
facilitate pedestrian traffic in
bad weather.- This was deter-
mined not to be a sufficiently
worthwhile investment for the
amount of its cost.

The 38 new trees the Insti-
tute is installing will cost, ac-
cording to Director of the Plan-
ning Office Robert Simha, about
six hundred dollars apiece, in-
cluding the initial purchase and
the installation.

Excavations are being dug
presently for the new bus shel-
ters, which will be arriving soon

from England. The .shelters will
be heated, and will take the
form of back to back lean-to's
with plexiglass tops and steel-
paneled bottoms.

Sometime this spring, strips
of grass will be laid between tfhe
sidewalk and the curb along this
area of Mass. Ave., and each
parking meter will be set into
bluestone.

From a longer-range point of
view, the Institute is looking
into doing such things as finding
a feasible alternative to parking
on Mass. Ave. In all, there are 33
parking places in the strip of
Mass. Ave. between Memorial
Drive and Vassar Street. The
Institute would like to take this
parking lane, mall it over, and
reduce Mass. Ave. to a four-lane
highway with no parking in the
area.

To compensate for the loss of
parking space, several alterna-
tives are being considered, in-
cluding building a parking garage
beneath Briggs Field.

Also in the works is the
synchronizing of all traffic light
from Harvard Square to Memor-
ial Drive along Mass. Ave. Cur-
rently, the lights are synchro-
nized from Harvard Square to
the intersection of Main St. and
Mass. Ave., and the City of
Cambridge, in cooperation with
MIT, would like to extend this
to the lights from Main St. to
Memorial Drive.

For that reason, many stu-
dents have taken a dim view of
the FroshCon. Even last year's
president, Steve Allen '73, has
said, '"Freshman Council should
be the organization to get infor-
mation from the Institute to the
freshmen. In that respect we
didn't do too great a job last
year."

This year's freshmen are even
more willing to criticize the
group. Said one from MacGregor
House, "They're just like any
other club on campus: they're
just a club of politicians. They
don't have anything to do and
they don't do anything."

Still, well over fifty percent
of the members of the Class of
74 know who represents them
at FroshCon meetings, according
to a poll taken by ThI Tech.
This, perhaps, supports the claim
by UAP Steve Ehrmann'71 that
political involvement dhd aware-
ness is on the rise on campus.

Ehrmann, before sizing up
the Freshman Council, noted
that class government used to be
a "route to getting involved with
Institute governance," but
agreed with the view that the
function has suffered as a result
of the abolition of InsComm. He
-commented that despite the
troubles of class government,
this year's council has gotten off
to a very good start, taking a
new approach to the problems
that face every freshman class:
coping with such an elaborately
structured organization as MIT,

{Please rturn to page 3)

By Duff McRoberts
In Building 20's creaking

Wing "C" is the headquarters of
MIT's Unified Science Study
Program, now in its seconl year.

Students in USSP usually
don't enroll in regular MIT
courses, attend lectures or recita-
tions, or take examinations.
They receive a fixed lump of
credit hours. for participation in
the program; Institute Require-
ments may 'be completed
through self-study.

Existing "to provide an envi-
ronment in which different
styles of learning can flourish,"
the program now, enrolls not
only MIT freshman and sopho-
mores but also a few students
from North Shore Community
College, the University of Massa-
chusetts at Boston, and the
Model Cities higher education
program.

USSP is staffed by people

from all over MIT and from the
two other schools in the pro-
gram, brought together under
the auspices of the Education
Research Center.

Self-direction

Perhaps USSP's central fea-
ture can be described as "self-
direction" i.e., letting a student
plan his own education. At the
beginning of this term, students
were exposed to several seminar
groups, and each selected one in
which to spend full time during
the second, third, and fourth
weeks.

After the three-week semi-
nars, the students submitted pro-
posals to the staff, stating what
they would do for the rest of the
term, and how. Some, who had a
clear idea of something they
would like to work on, included
projects as a central feature of
their proposals. Others stated an

intent' to follow self-study in
courses like 8.01X and 18.01,
and to participate in seminars.

The projects appear to be a
major component of the pro-
gramni, although there aren't as
many as in theory. Dr. Judah
Schwartz, Director of USSP, ex-
plained that "a student can in-
vest anything between zero and
all of his time on something that
he is interested in." The projects
are frequently interdisciplinary
in nature, and the students are
given office space to use in
Building 20, where intercom-,
munication is possible.

Interdisciplinary aspects
One recent project involved

making a machine to convert the
bodies of fish into raw protein
that could be used in underde-
veloped areas of the world. It
turned out that the project ne-
cessitated study of aspects of the

(Please turn to page 2)
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Planning Office begins
Mass, Ave. renewal

Froshcon discusses
underclass problems

USSP stresses flexibility
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We believe that an untapped source of new ideas exists in the
thoughts of students in engineering and science - you who
have a completely 'fresh, open point of view to today's
technical problems.
We are searching for new ideas - one which may provide our
company new products and new fields to explore. Our present
area of interest is air and water pollution control.
Putting together your ideas and our search for expanded fields
makes sense to us. If it does to you also, won't you drop us a
note - or telephone. It might just be the beginning of an
enjoyable and financially profitable relationship for both of
US.
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experience in a similar program
on their own campus.

As with any experiment, last
year there were, stresses and
strains, and self-appraisals that
resulted in some changes being
made for implementation this
year. The report on last year
states that "we overestimated
our students' ability to indepen-
dently structure their complete
education"; the student pro-
posals that "make explicit, the
commitments each individual
undertakes" were a result.

Support for continuing devel-
opment has most recently been
provided by a grant from -the-
Carnegie Corporation.

1.1 m~--I

R. D. Peck, '44-
Cambridge Technology, Inc.

1029 Chestnut Street
Newton Upper Falls, Mlassachusetts 02164'

(Telephone. 617-332-5600) 
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students as teachers is required
by the large demands on the
time of staff members that result
from close interaction with stu-
dents.

Schwartz explained that it is
difficult for a student-as-teacher
to take himself seriously, to be-
lieve that he is capable of bring-
ing something of value to an-
other student.

Origins
The program began last year

with a grant from the Land
Development Fund, and with
the faculty's approval of the idea
as a pilot project. Last year,
USSP involved several students
from Tufts University who have
now invested their ideas and

(Continued from page 1)

cultures of primitive peoples
who were reluctant to use the
material.

As an example of what a
student may get into, David
Ailes, a freshman living in East
Campus, is working with two
other students on an instrument
package for a weather balloon.
Although he would like to spend
all of his time on that project, he
told The Tech he realizes he
should work on physics and cal-
culus, courses that he is pursuing
by self-study. He is also taking a
regular freshman humanities
course.

Informal staff-student semi-
nars are another feature of the
program, with titles such as
"Calculus Lab," "Poetry Work-
shop," "Computer Project,"
"Concepts of Chemistry," and
so forth.

Overall, freshmen get more
lab work in USSP than otherwise
in the first year, and spend less
time on core requirements. As-
sistant Director Sandy Morgan
commented that a typical MIT
freshman seminar, while having
aspects similar to some USSP
activities, "isn't a total pro-
gram." Students in USSP can
speasd more time on their pro-
jects and seminars, if they so
choose.

Student teaching

Sophomores in the program
tutor freshmen in the freshman
core subjects. "We have to make
the, teaching- of students by
other students an integral part of
the program", says SchWartz, if
USSP is to be "econoriically
competitive with the more tra-
ditional ways of structuring
higher education."

"It's hard to do," he admit-
ted. Schwartz stressed that al-
though "a thing like this can
always happen at an MIT," the
form must not be too expensive
if it is to. proliferate. Use of

l

ENROLLMENT FOR FlJLL/PART TIME STUDY
SECOND 10 WEEK SEMESTER BEGINS
JANUARY 18 1971

ORSON WELLES CINEMA

Mind-bending speculative fiction-
by award-winning s-f authors.
(66-480, $1.25)

...e. MECCA FOR FILM WORSHIPPERS"
N. Y. Times

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION -SCHEDULES, FEES- WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE
BOX NO. MT2 1001 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Mass. 868-3609

A new-style radical review

"If your bridge errors embarrass you, try
practicing all by yourself with the
AUTOBRIDGE board. Your progress will be
painless, and very gratifying to you andall
yourpartners."

BRIDGE MAGIC. Many bridge players rely on magic
for their success. They try to sit in the lucky seats or to
deal with the lucky deck: If things don't go well, they
try sitting on a handkerchief. But in the long run you
have the same kind of cards no matter where you plant
your seat. You can do better with those cards by
working with your head. If you get a poor result with a
hand, look for your mistakes in bidding or play. When
your partner has madeile mistake, try to recall
whether you led him astray or whether you could have
saved himn. You will f ind it easier to work with your head
if you practice with AUTOBRIDGE hands. Playing one
or two hands a day will work like magic to improve
your game; magic that will follow you to any seat at the
bridge table.

FREE! Point Csount
l Bidding Guide.
Handy new version by Alfred Sheinwold. Write to Parker
Brothers; ,nc., Box #60 469Z, Minneapolis, Minn. 55460.

1s wz hitch tale'candid connoisseur answers questions
about Beer, and tihe drinking of same.

DEDAR ED: I'm burned up because
after a weekend romp in the woods,
I forgot to put a leftover 6-pak
of Budweiser in the refrigerator.
Everybody saysayou can't chill beer
twice, so what should I do?

- ~FUMING

.1

DEAR FUMING: First,
cool off, pal. Then cool
off that Buds to your
heart's content (or
about 40').

There's no problem,
because a really good
beer like Budweiser
is just as good when
you ice it twice.

But I can't resist
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mentioning that there is an
easy way to avoid the situation altogether.

Just make sure there's no Bud left over!

Buaweiser:
KING OF BEERSO

ANHEUSER-OUSCH. INC. - ST. LOUIS , NEWARK *LOS ANGELES · TAMPA * HOUSTON COLUMBUS · JACK(SONVILLE MERRIMACK

AUTOBRIDGE v Self-Playing Bridge Game

Salem, Mass.,
_ _ _ _ ~~~Des Moies.ow

USSP stresses flexibility
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SCHU f) AT THE

FILMMAKING:
Beginners and Advanced Workshops
* Super8Moviemaking
* 33mm color slide photography
. Teaching Super8 in High Schools

FILM APPRECIATION
* 2001,A Space Odyssey:

Study in popular culture
* Documentary Film
* ContemporaryAmerican Film v
* Politics and Propaganda in Film
. The Director: Fellini, Bergman, Polanski
* How Movies Are Made
* Film Programsin the Secondary School
* The Film Business
* Film Appreciation

FilmSyntax

z % _lAlfred Sheinwold says:

"Practic on
instead sfsl_ AutdbridgeO

instead of -your friends!"
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BSU protest closes
Faculty Club party

------ --

Finances stall D-Lab split

Such student demonstrations as this one last fall raised the issue of
the appropriateness of maintaining large, defense-oriented special
laboratqries. Funding difficulties will force MIT to retain the Draper
Labs for another two or three years.

By Alex Makowski and
Walter Middlebrook

About fifty Black Student
Union members staged what one
administrator described as a
"non-obstructive sit-in" Satur-
day night in the Faculty Club-to
call faculty attention to charges
of racism against the Club man-
agement.

The Club is normally closed
on Saturday nights, but a private
party had been. scheduled. Some
time after the students arrived,
the management decided to can-
eel the party; many of the in-
vited guests, met at the Sloan
Building door by club officials,
never made it to the sixth floor
dining ara.-

No violence

There were no reports of
either violence or vandalism.
After roughly 90 minutes of
discussion with the few people
present, the BSU members dis-
persed voluntarily, claiming suc-
cess for their efforts to stop the
party.

There has been no decision
made yet as to whether the
students involved will be charged
before the Discipline Com-
mittee. Administration officials
would say only that judicial pro-
ceedings were being "consi-
dered.".

Two or three dozen MITSDS
members attempted to support
the BSU action, first canvassing
MIT dormitories Saturday night
and then proceeding to the
Sloan Building. The SDS mem-
bers never went up to the Club;
they remained in a ground floor
lounge -for a strategy meeting
and what, one observer described
as a "heated" discussion with
Provost Jerry Wiesner and Deans
Dan Nyhart and Dick Sorenson.

In a departure from the prac-
tice at student demonstrations
last year, plans for this action

I
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By Joe Kashi
Divestment, of the Draper

Labs will likely be postponed
due to severe financial problems
facing both the Institute and the
labs as a result of a spin-off.

MIT would lose an estimated
four to six million dollars per
year beyond its projected three
year deficit of ten million dollars
if the labs divested this spring.
The shortage would result from
loss of D-Lab payments -toward
the fixed overhead costs of run-
ning MIT services and maintain-,
ing the physical plant.

MIT operates with a unitary
budget system under which each
division of the school is included
in a centralized budget and is
charged for a share of the over-
head. During the present year,
D-Labs are expected to contrib-
ute about 9.5 million dollars to
meet the overhead, with only
3.5 million going directly to
services used by the labs. Under
current -policy, an interest rate
of' 49%,is charged on all of the
D-Labs' sponsored research to
pay these assessments.

The Draper Labs will face
serious operating problems if di-
vested soon; it is unable to raise
the capital necessary to insure its
viability as a private corporation.
Both MIT comptroller Paul
Cusick and Professor Charles
Miller, a board member of the
Draper Labs and a past director,
said that poor economic condi-
tions have changed the labs'
financial picture since last
spring. At that time, Presideht
Howard Johnson proposed a

were kept secret by BSU mem-
bers apparently wary of being
blocked by campus patrolmen
before reaching the Club. The
demonstrators moved into the
building in small groups.

Racism charged
The action was another in a

series of developments following
charges of racism against the
Club management and demands
for hi/her wages for three black
workers employed for banquet
setup. The BSU first took an
active role in the dispute with a
joint meeting last Tuesday night
with the MITSDS. Friday
morning, the- BSU presented
their own memorandum sec-
onding the four SDS demands.

Warning
The memorandum closed

with a warning: "The first mas-
sive action concerning the imple-
mentation of the demands took
place on Monday, November 9.
Today is Friday, November 13,
and nothing has been done. We
feel that too much time has been
spent in procrastination. We
want action now. If nothing is
done to implemnent the demands
today, Friday, we will move."

The wage dispute itself has
been submitted by both the
Building Service Employees
Union, legal representative for
the workers, and MIT to an
outside mediator, Warren Tay-
lor, for settlement. Taylor, a

(Please turn to page 3-A)

wouldn't count on divesting
within a year. It's very touch
and go. If 'we are to divest, we
must do it with regard to the
least possible cost. Setting an
arbitrary time-limit gets rid of
the idea of the least possible
cost."

Johnson, several sources
stated, was committed to keeping
the three-year loss to 10 million
dollars; too-hasty divestment of
the labs could raise the deficit to
well over 25 million dollars. This
would be totally unacceptable,
they said.

Contracts adjusted
Cusick told The Tech that

two or three years would be
required to amend present
research contracts and to get the
remaining divisions to pick up
their fair share of the new over-
head. With the Lincoln Labs'
contracts adjusted by raising
their interest rate on work, the
loss would be reduced to about
21,4 million dollars a year above
the present three-year deficit of
10 million dollars. At the
present, Lincoln Labs pays MIT
about 5.5 million dollars per
year in overhead. costs.

Miller said that the Draper
Labs were having trouble raising
the necessary operating capital
because hoped-for new contracts
were not forthcoming, invest-
ment opportunities have been

.poor, and the present DOD re-
search budget has been tight.
The labs would need about 25
million dollars as initial operat-
ing capital, Miller noted. Even a
large, established company
would have difficulty raising
such a sum, let alone a small new
company. However, he added,
there is a possibility of divesting
the labs as a non-profit corpora-
tion, allowing them to qualify
for capital advances from the
federal government.

One of the biggest problems
of the divestment plans will be
the creation of a separate and
independent bookkeeping sys-
tem for the D-Labs. After the
labs become a separate division,
they would pay MIT for over-
head services on a pro rata basis.
During the second severance
phase, D-Labs fiscal troubles
would be compounded by a lack
of possible sponsors and the
unattractiveness of investing
now in the aerospace and elec-
tronics industries. During the
year following the Pounds' Panel
report, there were several offers
to buy the labs, but within the
last three months there have
been no new offers.

goal of making the labs an inde-
pendent division of MIT within a
year, severing legal and financial
ties shortly after. At the end of
tkhis period, the Draper Labs
were to become a private corpor-
ation. Most estimates of this
phase now run between two and
three years. Vice-President for
Organizational Systems John
Wynne said that MIT's commit-
ment to divest the labs as soon
as possible had not changed, but
that it- was too early to set an
arbitrary time-limit on divest-
ment proceedings.

Vice-President for Research
Albert Hill said that "a year was
what Johnson had hoped for. I

By Curtis Reeves
MIT has received a grant of

$400,000 from the Council on
Library Resources (CLR) for the
operation of an experimental
computer-based technical library
system.

Professor' Carl F.J. Overhage,
former head of the Lincoln Lab-
oratories, initiated the studies

that led to the design and subse-
quent manufacture of the proto-
type. The unit was developed by
the MIT Electronic Systems Lab-
oratory, and is being financed by
both public and private sources.

Overhage noted that the pro-
ject, known as the Information
Transfer Experiments (INTREX),

is not new. Four grants have
been received since 1967 in sup-
port of the project from CLR (a
division of the Ford Founda-
tion) and from such agencies as
the National Science Founda-
tion, the Carnegie Corporation,
and the Independence Founda-
tion.

He explained that the project
was not directed toward putting
together such a system at MIT,
but rather toward answering
questions about its practicality
in terms of the user's ability to
get information quickly.

INTRE}{ uses consoles
consisting of an electric type-
writer keyboard, a cathode ray
display tube, and an electric
control panel as the base from
which the fact-finder works.

The components serve two
basic functions. First, the type-
writer, with its link-up to an
IBM 709')4 computer, acts as a
fact-finding tool which tells the

'user what documents are avail-
able which are relevant to his
subject. The computer, which is
operated by the Information
Processing Board, acts as a com-
munication and storage device.

The user engages in a dialogue
with the computer to narrow or
expand ihe range of documents
until he has those that will best
serve his needs. There are more
than 12,000 recent articles in
the fields of materials science
and -engineering from which to
choose.

The second part of the sys-
tem, which includes the display
tube and the control panel, en-
ables the user to get the text of
the desired documents at the
same terminal.

By Duff McRoberts
The release by the MIT

Commission of their report is
imminent, and the recommen-
dations made will prompt many
in the Institute community to
reconsider the nature and future
of MIT as a technological
university.

Fifty miles away, the Wor-
cester Polytechnic Institute has
thoroughly overhauled its own
educational program. An outline
of the "WPI plan"-may provide a
view of how another technical
uriversity has approached issues
similar to those at MIT.

Glenn White, editor of WPI's
student newspaper Tihe Tech
News, related that "there were
students who came in here as
freshmen, very eager . . . by
the time they were juniors they
didn't care anymore." Under the
school's old way of operating, he
said, the engineering and science
curricula were too standardized
and rigid. Two years ago, when
only 350 students entered a
freshman class that had room for
450, a planning commission was
appointed by'the president and

instructed to recommend
changes.

Momentum for reform

There was a "general mood to
try to liberalize the place,"
according to White, although the
curriculum had already been
partially reformed. Students
were interviewed extensively in
probes of possible directions
that could be taken.

Next year will see the initia-
tion of the plan as finally form-
ulated, but it will be phased in
gradually, beginning with the in-
coming freshmen. Upperclass-
men will have an opportunity to
take advantage of some of the
features.

All specific course require-
ments have been abolished in the
outline of the plan. Students will
work out their programsindivid-
ually with a faculty advisor;
independent study may cover
areas of peripheral interest to a
field that previously were cov-
ered as parts of largely "irrel-
evant" courses.

Grading clhanged

Instead of the Asual five letter

grades, a new grading system will
include only the categories of
pass, high pass, and fail.
Students will be required to pass
a comprehensive examination in
their major field after three
years of study.

White related that many at
WPI believed the standard engin-
eering education to be too
narrow and too exclusive of the
humanities. The point has been
raised that eliminating human-
ities requirements from the rules
may not be a way of correcting
the deficiency.

The solution to this problem,
it was decided, may be provided
by what is perhaps the central
feature of the entire plan: the
"study project" idea. Students
will be required to spend about
one-quarter of their time on two
intensive study projects involv-
ing a faculty member and ten to
twenty students, The projects
may consist of off-campus work
with industrial companies, Vista,
or other groups, or work on
campus.

Different from co-op
Although the projects will
(Please turn to page 3-A )

"Continuous News Service-
-Since 188 1."

Computer runs new library

WPI charts bold reforms
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This special insert was meant to provide both a last look at the=
term-for our-regular readers and an introduction to the type of-
coverage The Tech provides for those who may not yet be famiar!
with our'newspaper. In selecting the material, the editors tried to'
offer some of the fall's important stories, as well as a picture of the
wide range of topics The Tech reports on. -
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President Howard Johnson's. plans to move to
the post of MIT Corporation Chairman have
provoked a spate of arguments over how well he
did, who his successor should be, and how this
next leader should be chosen.

These are certainly important issues, but too
much of the current debate ignores a crucial
question: how should the office itself be struc-
tured? Only after carefully defining the-responsi-
bilities of MIT's chief executive can we properly
select Johnson's replacement.

What are the duties of a President? Clearly, he
must provide effective leadership, for the faculty
and represent their interests within the Corpora-
tion Executive Committee. He should set general
goals and trends for both long-range planning and
educational policy. He should be highly visible to
students - capable of achieving a certain degree of
empathy. Finally, the president will' have to act as
spokesman for the campus when raising funds,
dealing with alumni, or interacting with society.

Looming above these responsibilities is another
role, a job that outstrips any of the above in its
complexity and demands. Managing MIT's day-to-
day affairs would tax to the limit the abilities of a
seasoned corporate executive, let alone a campus
president. As the Institute has grown enormously
over the past 20 years, so has the work of keeping
all of its interdependant segments functioning
together.

Tying all these together is the decision-making
role. As one administrator pointed out, the buck is
passed down from the Corporation and up from
the faculty. The next president must be able to
make and defend all of his important decisions.

Howard Johnson seems to have been selected
by the MIT Corporation'four years ago especially
for' his ability to meet the demands of these last

two responsibilities. Well-versed in management
techniques, he has since kept MIT humming
through a bewildering array of crises. And his
efforts as spokesman also proved fruitful.

How well though, did Johnson fill the other
roles? None can doubt, for example, that he
earnestly sought contact with students - his
Friday afternoon sessions in 10-250 and frequent
trips to MIT dormitories gave evidence of his
concern. Yet many students were never convinced
that he truly -understood their problems, their
hopes, their life style. As for relations with the
faculty, MIT's professors are more qualified to
comment. But we have occasionally sensed a
coolness, a divergence of interests, between John-
son and the faculty.

The Tech urges that MIT's next president be
someone oriented academically, rather than cor-
porately. Certainly an administrative or manage-
ment assistant will be needed, but the chief
executive could better meet the task of communi-
cating with faculty and students from a back-
ground of many years in academic life. Much of
the groundwork for effective leadership would
then be available.

As for the selection process itself, we find it no
less than tragic that the Corporation chose to
de-emphasize the possible contribution that facul-
ty and students could make both in restructuring
the office and in picking a new president. No
matter how liberal, the aluhni.. sitting on the
selection committee cannot possibly duplicate the
perspective a faculty and a student member could
provide. On an issue so important as selecting
MIT's leader for the next several years, the
Corporation could have done better than to ask us
to sit on an advisory committee to an advisory
committee.

ldenti~t~I crisis
By Harold Federow - use of such terms can

MIT is a strange institution. ways of looking at the st
Many people say they hate it that can be self-defeating.
while they are here. Yet it is an Apathy
old joke that'MIT students never There is no question th
graduate, they just change status students this year are mo
from undergraduate to graduate, thetic than they-have beer
from graduate to post-doc to past two years. The pas
faculty or administration. years were quite exciting

For all that, many people do for MIT. Sanctuary, the I
come to hate it. There is no panel, disruptions and tak
question that MIT is a top-rated all combined to give an
school. In some degree it even great issues to the place.
deserves that judgment. Yet it is not the whole picture, no
also a grind, a factory for the all seen it that way, bu
mass production of SB's and important as having bee
PhD's. In the midst of one of ceived that way by a fair n
America's largest cultural cen- of students.
ters, one has only time for prob- The key to the excil
lem sets. Instead of brilliant was the sense of a goal,
minds, one hears a monotone pose. (Even if that go;
and sees a bore. The endless gray saving or shutting down M
walls and the eternal night-time would be tempting to sa
hissing of the pipes, as if a tire these great goals provide a
were slowly losing air, combine orary solution of identity
to produce an atmosphere of for those involved, but
unbearable oppression. not quite the point. Th

Folk wisdom point is that, in a sense,
When i came to MIT, part of identity crisis was somew

the folk wisdom had it that MIT solved. The questions
had one of the highest college where we were headed we
suicide rates in the country. ordinated toquestions of
There have been'very few in the saving MIT. Now that i
past couple of years. Seeing the longer so, and the questi
psychiatrists has been heavily heading are recurring.
pushed as an aid for those with MIT Commission
problems. But they can only The MIT Comrnmissio
treat the symptoms; the under- formed to give MIT a nets
lying causes are far more diffi- of purpose and directio
cult. common assumptions abo

It would be quite true to say purposes and goals we
that MIT merely reflects the longer common. Unfortu
malaise of American society. But commissions take time, ar
it is also true that it has its own is one thing we do no
set of problems apart from those much of.
of the larger society. The. key thing that MI

Someone in a class of mine this year is a sense of'wan
recently pointed out that Welles- do things. Many student
ley students are referred to in expressed a frustration an
garden-like terms while MIT re- of purpose. They are i
fers to its students in faculty or ingly here just to do the
industrial-like terms. The point and get out with a degre
of the statement 'was that the pie lack the sense of hum

only comes with being cc
able or secure enough th
do not have to take your
seriously.

Perhaps the Comn
Report, due soon, will be
change the atmosphere b
viding a sense that one c
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When the MIT Commission report is released in
November, it will undoubtedly cover a wide range
of issues. But there is one minor point that will
probably be ignored, as all other committees and
study groups have ignored it in the past.

We speak of that epitome of classical education-
al rigidity, the object of hatred for hundreds of
tools - the physical educational requirment.
From out of the misty past, this dogma has
survived to harry and worry undergraduates. Like
Montezuma's curse, it threatens the physical and
emotional well-being of those who venture onto
the campus.

During summer vacation, hundreds of letters
went out to students, warning them that they were

ineligible for a degree unless they satisfactorily
completed four quarters of physical education.

What kind of justice is that? -A student can
spend folur years attending all those lectures,
grinding out dozens of problem sets, rioting for
lower tuition, and still be denied a degree for
failing to work up a little sweat. In this modern,
enlightened age, such anti-intellectualism cannot
be tolerated.

The inscription on the old Field Day trophy
read, "He who shuns the dust and heat of the
arena shall never enjoy the cool shade of the olive
branch of victory." Surely that is sufficient pun-
ishment for those students who disdain taking
gym.

To the Editor:
There has been a question

over the last several years as to
why MIT cannot support week-
ends and concerts as other
schools in the area have been
able to do. Though it is true that
a large part of the blame must
fall to increasing prices of artists,
an increasingly significant por-
tion must be placed with those
who misplan the concerts on the
MIT campus. The latest show of
inadequacy only serves to fur-
ther prove the point:

THE WIZARD OF ID

Last year, the Finance Board
included in its budget a subsidy
fund for entertainment on cam-
pus, designed to allow events
which would lose nominal
amounts. The entire amount
($5000) was lost on the Moun-
tain concert in October - a
concert notable for its lack of
advertising and lack of drawing
power. Now, the classes of '71,
'72, and '73 are to sponsor a
Tom Rush concert on November
- the same night as a concert (5
hours} by the Grateful Dead at

Boston University and one by
Jaime Brockett at Jordan Hall.

It is not so much that I would
like MIT to stop having events of
this type - I think that they can
be a very significant contribu-
tion to student life. However, I
do feel that the $5000 lost on
Mountain and the four years of
'71 donut money likely to disap-
pear on November 21 could be
put to much better use with a
little intelligence
those responsible.

on the part of

Jeff Gale G

by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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(Continued from page I-A)
have some features in common
with more traditional "co-op".
arrangements, they will involve a
much closer association with the
school and.an individual faculty-
member. There will be more
emphasis on group work, since
modern engineering is rarely
done by one person working in
isolation,

It is hoped that two features
of the study project plan will
help to remedy the current
absence of the humanities from
engineering education. First,
each student must do one of Ehis
two projects in an area of
"humane technology" which
may involve political considera-
tions or environmental engineer-
in8. Secondly, it is expected
that, through the close
association with faculty mem-
bers, the students will see'that
individual members of the fac-
ulty are interested in the human-
ities. -

Calendar change

WPI's calendar will be
changed to better accomodate
the study projects. There will be

two 7-week terms before Christ-
mas, a long intersession, two
7-week terms after Christmas,
and "hopefully", a summer sess-
ion. Courses will be seven weeks
long, mnore intensive than - at
present, and the normal load will
be three per term.

Lecture format
Many courses will be taught

in a format of lectures and "lec-

ture conferences," White said.
For a number of subjects, the
lecture conferences will be
grouped according to student
interest. For example, students
interested primarily in electrical
engineering, physics, and
mechanical engineering may
attend the same physics lecture,
while being grouped in different
conference sections.

MIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERT

Dec. 13, 1970 M Sun. Eve. at 8:30 pm
KRESGE AUDITORIUM

(Continued from page I-A)
black lawyer, arrived at MIT
Sunday night, spent that evening
meeting with the BSU, then
filled his day yesterday meeting
with various people - workers,
management officials, etc. -
within the community. Assistant
Provost Paul Gray described him
as a "professional in the business
of conflict resolution;" he may
serve only as an arbitrator in the
wage dispute, or he may recom-

mend more far-reaching changes.
Union complaint

In a related developmenL, the
Union has filed an "unfair-labor
practices" charge with the state
Labor Relations Board. Their
petition holds the MIT Faculty
Club, Incorporated, responsible
for the interjection of other
parties in the contract negotia-
tions between the union bar-
gainers and the Club manag6-
ment.

Work by BERG, PERLE, SCHUBERT

Soloist: Joseph Silverstein
(Violin)

POT LUCK
COFFEEHOUSE

-ENTERTAINMENT-
-ATMOSPHERE-

-FOOD & DRINK-
and all for FREE

Every Friday and Saturday night
8-30- 12

Student Center
Mezzanine Lounge

Tonight:
Jeannie Stahl

and
Tim Phegley

Tomorrow:
Open Night

Performers Welcome -
Bring Your Guitar

-gadgets" to help people.
We don't think our home

products are at all unnecessary or
frivolous. If they seem that way, it's
because people have forgotten how
much they rely on them. To wash
dishes. To wash clothes. To keep
warm. To keep cool. To' entertain.
And on and on.

New ideas for the cities and
new "gadgets" for the home both
have the same end in mind, after all.
To help people live better.

Why are we running this ad?
We're running this ad, and

others like it, to tell you the things
General Electric is doing to solve
the problems of man and his
environment today.

The problems concern us
because they concern you. We're a
business and you are potential
customers and employees.

But there's another, more
important reason. These problems
will affect the future of this country
and this planet. We have a stake in
that future. As businessmen. And,
simply, as people.

We invite your comments.
Please write to General Electric,
570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
10022.

After thirty years or more of
neglect; there's no question our cities
need help.

But what kind of help?
Will another thousand sanitation

men be the answer to dirty streets?
Will doubling the police force

finally bring crime under control?
Can new rent laws force

landlords to provide more low-
income housing?

All the old, obvious ideas have
been tried. What's needed are new
ideas and new technological
developments.

General Electric has been
working on the problems of cities for
a number of years nov. And in that
time we've come up-with some
things we 'hink will help.

Garbage
General Electric research has

come up with what is probably the'
most revolutionary idea in garbage
disposal in years. Our scientists are
working toward a process by which a
special strain of bacteria converts
garbage into a high-protein food
for cattle.

The process is still something of
a "laboratory trick," but it could be
in the pilot-pla'nt stage in as little
as three years.

Crime
You might not expect a company

like General Electric to be doing
anything about crime.

But the fact is, GE has been
working with the Syracuse police,
looking ior a new approach to the
problem. Our scientists there came
up with a whole new concept in
Police organization called "Crime
Control Teams."

In their firstyear, these teams
were credited ws ith cutting crime
62% in one large, representative
neighborhood of Syracuse. And the
concept has since been adopted by a
number of other cities.

Housing
To meet the critical need for

new low-income housing, General
Electric is participating in the
Departnent of Housing and Urban
Development's Operation
Breakthrough.

While GE has no intention of
coin, into (commercial home
b)Llilding, we do l!ope to supply the
!builcter-cleveloper with new products
neecded to improve his efficiency.

We now have several design
prototypes of advanced, modular
homes that can be assembled in a
matter of hours.

These are just a few of the new
ideas General Electric has come up
with to help cities at the same time
that we Continue to improve

-. PI - ar s ) nasfrm

WPI charts bold reforms

BSU sit-in terminates
party at Faculty Club

WIhy doesn't
General Electric sell new ideas
to the cities instead of
new gadgets to the suburbs?

THE

EUROPE
Round-trip DC-8 JET

from New York

For only $210* round trip,
Icelandic Airlines flies you di-
rect to Luxembourg in the heart
of Europe for best connections
to everywhere. Daily jets. No
groups to join. Stay one day or
up to 45. Fly Icelandic-for low-
est fares to Iceland, Luxem-
bourg, England, Scotland, Nor-
way, Sweden and Denmark.
Special fares for students and
groups remaining overseas more
than 45 days. Major credit cards
-or Pay Later Plan. Mail coupon;
then call your travel agent.

*Add $20 one wayon Fri. and Sat.
, _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _,i

XTo: Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10020 
(212) PL 7-8585 

1Sencd fol!derCN on Lowest Jet
·Fares to Europe 1 Student 
-Fares a

I
I

Name 
I |~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Street
!City

State Zip 
i

Mytravel agent is 
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I El gm W& FeraftRES

of any scheduled airline 

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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the Trinity left outside, open
'with a loose ball, 'which he con-
verted to tie the score. With the
score at 1-1, one Trinity drive
broke open their left outside,
who sent a cross to the head of
one of the insides. With the ball
headed for the upper left corner,
freshman goalie Rich Straff '74
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BRATTLE SQO
TR6-4226 Thru Sat! Bergman's
THE MAGICIAN 6:00 - 9:30 &
PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN
WORLD 7:45 SatMat 4:15 Sun-
Tues! Bergman's SUMMER IN-
TERLUDE 6:30 - 9:55 & THE
MAGICIAN 8: I 0 SunMa t 4:40
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BENCHWARMER

By John Kavazanjian:g:.::.: By lohn~avazanjian .: k 'We just don't realize how
This Tuesday will be the first meeting of the year for the . good we really are," was the

MIT Athletic Association. Generally, meetings in past years .. :post-game comment om coach
have been held only to elect new officers, but Tuesday's :.i.ll Morrison, after his Tech
meeting will include several important policy decisions. soccer team had triumphed over

The first topic under discussion will be that of the status :.".:T-
of women's sailing. Most people know of the fine men's urday. As close as it seemed, the
varsity team at the Institute, but few know that we have A. n es a t'
the finest women's team in New England. The Association .. t s- -'nh h
will vote on the question of whether women's sailing team .d test of what is one of

i.4:.i members should receive varsity letters of the same type .:: " t:
.#given to the men's teams or if they should receive a special :. The Techmen started right

:.:: type. As radical as it may seem to some, there is really no from the beginning, dominatingvalid reason why men's and women's sports should not :' w'of :ai
receive the same varisty letters or be in the same varsity

:::".i club. As women's sports are proliferating into -other areas p dea
:- (e.g., swimming and field hockey), this question has a 'passes from the fullback line,

long-range significance. worked time and time again into
.:.:.. The other question to be decided is that of varsity status 'th Trinity end for shots. At
"¢:" for the water polo club. If it is granted, letters would about the seven-minute-mark-of

presumably be presented retroactive to the fall season. the first period, a Trinity hand-
Since the water polo club fields almost two full teams, one : a boll th e sTaenalty shof::!iball gave MIT a penalty shot, but-
of enough quality to be going to the Easterns at Cornell this i l.. -New 'Engand' Jerry
weekend, there appear to be few obstacles to making it a : .. Maskiewics made up for it,
full-fledged varsity sport. ''?ilMsiwc aeu o t

Hopefully, a good turnout at the meeting will result in a mark, he took a pass from left
more active role for the MITAA as a whole instead of just inside lain Glendinning '72 and
for 'the -executive committee. The Athletic Association beat:a defenseman to thenoutside

· .:-. consists of Captains, Managers, varsity club officers, and IM -:,.:.:, beat win to tboutcouncil members.. ' ':...'i:!:~on the right wing. From about
g·council members. .': : 20 yards out from the right edge

of the'penalty area, he put a fine
Before our elections recess, The Tech ran an editorial shot to the lower far corner

asking for the abolition of the physical education require- : which hit the post and-bounced
ment. The phys ed requirement is not, as most people :.::.. in

::: think, a-requirement, manufactured by the phys ed depart- .-..". With -the changing of sides
ment, but is rather a general Institute requirement, just as,. after the first' period, the wind

: much so as 8.01 or 18.01. Apparently the editors, in :'::. advantage also changed. While
.. :.: writing the editorial, considered their own personal di- J:."ii[ Trinity only.- managed one shot

::. lemma more than the relative importance of the require-. on goal in the first period to
:... ment. As Institute requirements go, the phys ed require- :'.. MIT's foie, the margin was seven
:[! ment is probably more a part of your overall education :.::."to two for Trhe in -the second.
::.':.. than any of the others, especially for academically oriented M;." ost of the. sever. shots were
:.::..: students. As such, it should rank last on the list of
. ..; requirements to work on getting rid of. .

and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--:-~'

made a great diving one-handed
deflection to hold the game to
1-1 at halftime.

With the beginning of the
third quarter, MIT again had the
wind advantage. The- turning
point of the game, however,
came at the eight minute mark
when Ken Stone '72 took'a pass
on the wing from Glendinning
and sent a pass in the direction
of Maskiewics, all alone in the
Trinity area. To stop the pass,
the Trinity fullback had to com-
mit a hand-ball foul, causing a
penalty shot. Center-halfback
Rich Eskin '72 took the shot
and placed an impossible-to-stop
shot which grazed the'left goal-
post.

The fourth quarter saw Trin-
ity playing a game of desperate
catch-up soccer. They kept only
one fullback back and crowded
the' middle of the field with
players trying to- keep the ball in
the MIT defensive-end. With pass
after pass they tried to hit Koro,
their tall center-forward sopho-
.more from Gambia, but, were
foiled. Though out-shot 7-0 the
Tech defense held tight with
excellent play from fullbacks Al
Levin '71, Tony Reish '72, and
Lew Jester '72. Jester drew the
job of guarding Koro in the
middle allowing him only three
shots, all of them forced. Again
though, it was goalie Straff who
made the difference. With the
ball on the right corner, one of
the Trinity attackers sent a bul-
let shot for the upper far corner
that seemed to be destined to
score but for the diving deflec-
tion from Straff and drawing
awed applause from the partisan
Trinity crowd of well over three
hundred.

The only unfortunate spot in
the game was an injury to start-
ing right halfback Danny Bocek
'72, who suffered a bruise of a
calf muscle and had to leave in
the third period. Luckily he
should only be out for a few
days. His position was amply
filled by John Fetrow '73 and
Marty Bregman '72.

This victory was a long time
in coming since MIT hadn't beat-
en Trinity-since 1961.

from well outside the penalty
area due to some fine defense
but in the first -minute of the
period, a lapse causing an inabil-
ity to clear the ball left Snyder,

·., :.. ::.:~ '* ...... :,:; " X ,-",,,~ S ' 

SOCCI:R COACH BI LL MOR-
RISON ' "We beat a good team
on Saturday. We just don't real-
ize how good we really are. MIT
was definitely the better team
out there.' .The booters topped
Trinity for the first time since
1961 by a score of 2-1.

DESPERATE: WANT TO SUBLET
your- apt. or house for Jan. Minimum
of 3 bedrooms needed. References
furnished. Call 332-6700, ext. 346 or
332-7186-. Ask for Doty.

FOR RENT - 2 bedroom apt., 1 yr.
old, dishwasher, air-conditioned, car-
peting, balcony, $220/month, avail.
Dec..15. Call 481-2177.

Tappan Gas Range, full-size, excell-
ent condition. Available immediately,
$75. Call S. Batra, x1630.

Cello teacher-wanted for a beginner.
Call Kilo at 876-1035.

MESSIANIC JEWS. Offer free Bible
literature concerning their precepts
and beliefs. Write: SCRIPTURES
Dept. C414, 151 Prospect Drive,
Stratford, Conn. 06497.

Thle Tech needs good news writers
to work during IAP and Spring Term.
If you would like to see how a great

APT FOR RENT: Cambridge, 2nd fl.
newly renovated, w/ new kitchen fac.
(dw, disp.), 3 bdrm, furn or unfurn,
washing mach. in basement, prkng
avail. between Harv. & Central Sqs.
2 mos. security w/ lease renewal op-
tional; $300/mo. heat incl. avail Dec.
15.491-0738.
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UN4-0426 Thru Tues!
Bergman's WILD STRAW-
BERRIES 6:00 - 7:35 - 9':30
Wknd Mat 4:00

,f

CENTRAL 2
UN4-0426 Thru Tues!
Held Over! NE Premiere! Rossel-
lini's THE RISE OF LOUIS XIV
6:00 - 7:55 - 9:50 Wknd Mat 4:00

INI71W
s

w-~r vsi t
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,ers topATrinity 21

classified .
advertising

college newspaper operates, and eat
free pizzas, come to our offices in the
Student Center (Rm. 483) any Sun-
day or Wednesday night.

HAVE THE
-` LOWEST COST

SAFE, LEGAL

.ABORTIO-N
.IN NEW YORK

SCHEDULED
IMMEDIATELY.
(212) 490-3600
24 HOURS/365 DAYS

PROFESSIONAL
SCHEDULING SERVICE, Inc.

545 Fifth Ave., New York City 10017
There is a fee for ots serv:e

HARVARD SQ.
864-4580 Thru Tues!
THE LIBERATION OF L B
JONES 3:05 - 6:30 - 9:50 EASY
RIDER Peter Fonda 1:30-4:50-
8:15

CENTRAL I

SKI AREA
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F roshcon proves-value of joint effort
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by the Class of '71) boldly sta-
ted tht "All freshmen are wel-
Come." The aim is for a gather-
ing of concerned students rather
than the usual collection of un-
interested randorns; already that
goal is very nearly attained.

Only about twenty-five dele-
gates attended this year's first
FroshCon meeting. They decided
to wait until March to elect class
officers, and instead adopted a
system of rotating chairman-

members of the Class of '73
Executive Committee members
were active participants in
FroshCon.

Despite its success in encour-
aging involvement among the ac-
tive members, FroshCon suffers
a lack of equal representation.
Some houses send no representa-
tives at all; attendance is particu-
larly poor among the fraternities.
Members are urging that any
interested freshman come take

part in FroshCon meetings. They
regularly appeal to campus-wide
publications to remind people of
the meetings. Unfortunately,
these calls have gone unheeded.

"Student government," says
Steve Ehrmann, "is character-
ized by a few people who are
worried about what's happening
on this campus." Perhaps the
spirit exemplified by this year's
Freshman Council will serve to
change that few to many.

ships. In this way, the hassle of
campaigns and elections has
been eliminated, and FroshCon
has been afforded the opportun-
ity to get down to business
immediately. '

This is of tremendous impor-
tance. In previous years substan-
tial losses in attendance were
noted after elections. had been
held. Interesting, too, for the
prospective class office holder is
the fact that three of the four

Continued from page -I)
and at the- same time injecting
some enjoyment into the endless
hallways, computer programs,
problem sets, and nine o'clock
classes.

Much of the credit for this
renaissance goes to Ehrmann and
to Class of '73 President Curtis
Reeves, who organized this
year's group.

Ehrmann lobbied for re-
sponse by FroshCon to some
campus issues, the result being
investigatory committees quite
similar to those of 'the General
Assembly.

Such simply-phrased titles as
GirlComm (investigating the
possibility of enrolling more girls
at MIT), HumComm (examining
the freshman humanities curricu-
lum), and JobComm (looking
into the job market for Indepen-
dent Activities Period) clothe
the significance of their exis-
tance: that concerned students
can, if only for the sake of their
own enlightenment, amass for
the purpose of analyzing and
commenting on the issues that
confront and affect- them daily.

FroshCon strives, however, to
reach out to the community,and
specifically to other freshmen.
The first issue of the '74 News-
letter (paid for by funds donated

> I..

The iampyridae beetle family.
Delight of small boys. Biological
light bulb. And prime source of
raw material for another Du Pont
innovation.

Luciferase, an enzymatic protein
with intriguing properties, obtain-
able only from fireflies. Luciferin,
an organic molecule also found in
fireflies, but synthesizable. Adeno-
sine triphosphate (ATP), a common
energy-yielding substance found in
all living cells.-

Those are the three main ingre-
dients in lampyridae's love light.
And because ATP is common to all
living cells, university researchers
discovered they could produce an

artificial glow by mixing luciferin
and luciferase wherever life is
present.

Noting that phenomenon, Du Pont
scientists and engineers went on
to develop it into a practical ara-
lytical system. Correlating the in-
tensity of the artificial "-glow" with
the amount of ATP present in
bacteria, they designed a means of
measuring the reaction.

The result is the luminescence
biometef--the first really basic im-
provement in bacteria-counting
methods since the time of Louis
Pasteur. Rather than waiting days
for a culture-to demonstrate growth
density, a doctor or technician can

now get a digital readout of bacteria
concentration in a matter of m i n ute,.

Other potentially lifesaving uses
for the biometer are being sug-
gested every day-such as diagnos-
ing metabolic rates, enzyme de-
ficiencies and nerve damage.

Innovation-applying the known
to discover the unknown, inventing
new materials an~d putting them to
work, using research and engineer-
ing to create the ideas and products
of the future-this is the venture
Du Pont people are engaged in.

You can become one of them,
and advance professionally in your
chosen field. See your Du Pont
Recruiter. Or send us the coupon.

II

It isn't easy, being a Paulist. 
Bridging gaps between young
and old, black and white,
past and future. But it is a
challenge.

The-Paulist mission is to
people ... individually
and in all the societies in
which they live
... to discover Christ
wherever he is acting
... to be attuned to the needs
of the present, yet to form
a vision of tomorrow's world.

r ---------------------------------- 1

Du Pont Company
Room 7890, Wilmington, DE 19898If you are interested in

finding out more about the
Paulist priestly challenge,
write to: I .I

II
.I

I'd like your latest information on opportunities at
Du Pont for graduates with degrees in

k
Name

University
.I
.I
.I

I

I
.I

I

Degree. Graduation Date

Address.

City State Zinr

I
I An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)

Relax and Divert '

CAMPUS CUE
590 Commonwealth Ave.
(Opposite B. U. Towers)

Pocket Billiards

If you care
enough, maybe
yae can meet
the Paulist
challenge...

Rev. Donald C. Campbell, CS.P.
Vocation Director

CPaulist
,oratheig
Room 111

415 West S9th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

,ufoti
Ventures for better living.
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Gymnast Ken Gerber '71 in scissors position on the parallel bars in
Wednesday's comnpetition. The gymnasts racked up the fine total of
107 points against University of New Hampshire on Wednesday but
were beaten 119-107. Gerber placed first in the parallel bars and first
in rings. He had a total of 22.25 points Photo by Sheldon Lowenthal

Swimmers edged in
UGonn meet 57-56

Does the coach o6f a-team reall
have absolute say over the a
tions and thoughts of his pla
ers? Read Tuesday's The Tec
Sports to find out.

LI . I
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By John Kavazanjian
The varsity swimming team,

hampered by the loss of two of
its highest scorers, traveled to
Storrs, Connecticut, on Tuesday
for its toughest meet of the year,
and was nipped by University of
Connecticut, 57-56.

The aquamen were without
the services of premier freestyle,
individual medley, and butter-
flyer Tom Peterson '73 and top
diver Dorian Punj '73. Even
without Punj Junior Ed Rich
took second in both the high
and low board diving, losing
only to Les Perins of UConn,
one of the finest in the east.

Coach Baterman's strategy
paid off at the start. Banking on
a strong UConn opening 400
medley relay team, he stacked
the Tech relay with Al Grahain
'71, Pete Sanders '72, Pete
Hadley '72, and Ken Epstein, a
bright young freshman. UConn
did as expected and the Tech-
men won-by a yard, mostly on
the strength of an excellent but-
terfly leg by Hadley.

UConn took the 1000 and
200 yd. freestyies, Bob Paster
'73 getting beaten by New Eng-
lands standout Welch of UConn
in the grueling 1000. But Jeff
Morris '73 bounced back to take
the 50 freestyle. A 1-2 in the
200 IM and a 1-3 in the diving
put UConn into the lead by 8
points at the midway point. Pete
Hadley took his specialty, the
200 'fly, just edging his oppo-
nent in a time of 2:20.

At this point, it was apparent
that the swimmers were going to
have to pick up a lot of points
somewhere. Morris and Epstein
took 2-3 in the 100 freestyle but
. i i ii.i 
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The varsity basketball team
lost a tough game to- a tough
team on Tuesday when it met
and lost to Brandeis, 75-65. The
loss followed two victories and
extended the early season's re-
cord to 2-1.

The first half was almost a
total disaster. Brandeis opened
up with a full-court press which
the Techmen just could not
handle. Most shots were forced
and an inability to bring the ball-
up court resulted in many turn-
overs. Even though the Techmen
dominated the boards, they did
not have the- ball enough to
score. The score at halftimne was
35-18 in favor of Brandeis.

In the second half, MIT
fought back. The full-court press
was broken, obviously as a result
of some halftime rearrangement
of strategy. One man would
bring the ball up the center of
the court with one man on
either side of him to receive a
pass. This, along with some fine
shooting by Harold Brown '72
and Fred Johnson '73 effected
an- MIT comeback that eventu-
ally tied the score.

Some good shooting finally
moved Brandeis up' by three
after a long period of touch-
and-go ball with one team and
then the other taking the-lead.

failed to gain any ground, and
the best that could be managed
in the 100 backstroke was Al
Graham's second. The key event,
the 500 freestyle, came-up, but
Larry Markel '71 and Ed
Kavazanjian '73 were no match
for UConn's Welch, who turned
inf a 5:22. Sanders and Lawrence
went 1-2 in the 200 breaststroke
but even with a winning 400
freestyle relay team, it would
have taken a first or a second
and'third in the highboard div-
ing, impossible without Punj, to
win the meet.

On Saturday, the swimmers
meet Weslyan here at 2 pm.

Tech star forward Harold Brown '72 goes high in the air agai
Brandeis on Tuesday to sink one of his patented turnaround jut
shots as center Jerry'Hudson '73 (20) looks-on. Brown has 19 poi
and 15 rebounds in the losing effort. Photo by Sheldon Loweni

had seven offensive and eleve
defensive rebounds.

The team travels to Hartfoi
this weekend to face Trinity c
Saturday night.

With little time left, MIT started
fouling and the lead moved more
and more to-the Brandeis side.
The final score was 75-65.

Johnson led the MIT scorers
with 22 while Brown scored 19.
Brown also, along with Jerry
Hudson '73, -- controlled the
boards, getting five offensive arnd
ten defensive rebounds. Hudson

FG
10
9
7 
3
0

oo29-7
29-71

F
2
1
3
O0
1
0
0
7-17

Johnson
Brown
Hudson
Wheeler
Lange
Loe
Shields
Total

2
1
1

64
MIT's grapplers shaped up

and shipped out Wednesday to
do battle against a spirited UNH
squad. New Hampshire skimmed
past the Tech matmen, who
sported four freshmen and nov-
ice senior Boab Schulte, by a
score of 21-16.

Fleet-footed anchorman John
Backlund logged MIT's first vic-
tory with aggressive shooting
and hard pursuit as he domin-
ated his opponent, 17-5. Sur-
prise-standout freshman -Jim 
Cook contributed a big five with
his pin at-126 lbs., bringing the
score to 8-0. But UNH returned
the initial volleys with two of
their tWig guns at 134 and 142
lbs. Freshman Dana Cluatre
never quit as he dived to defeat
against a UNH sophomore.
Wayne Stoddard followed, but
was soon decked by his oppo-
nent as MIT's hopes for victory

began to sink.

Bill Gahl at 150 fell behind
but took his man in the third
period with a wave of activity,
shooting and riding his opponent
hard. Baby brother Bobby Gahl
at 1 5 8 never gave up the ship as
he wrestled a former New Eng-
land champ, who cruised to a
6-0 victory. Paul Mitchell came
back with guts-out grappling as
he sailed past his opponent, 6-3.
MIT led, 14-11, but storm warn-
ings were up.

And the current did change.
Medium weight destroyer Dave
Keuntz at 177 held on to a 0-0
deadlock to salvage a tie against
his much larger opponent. Then
190 lb. sophomore Dave Sebolt,
definitely outgunned, lost a fren-

zied skirmish against a man who
had cut from 220 lbs.

It soon became apparent that
MIT was washed up, as Bob
Schulte, wrestling in competi-
tion for the first time in his life,
walked the proverbial plank
against his aggressive opponent.
The 'pin gaveUNH a narrow
21-16 edge.

If anyone looked at the stern,
watchful eye of Coach Chassey,
he would see that. the man was
indeed impressed with the ef-
forts of his young squad.- This
was no scurvy crew; no one
wrestiled half-mast. In fact, to a
man the team moved very well.
And with this type of work,
MIT's grapplers may soon reign
supreme in New England.

Students Can Rent Chevrole
or other fine cars
MINICOST

P RE N 

Fib~j

The Minicost Way
Cambridge Bostc
(Central Sq.) (Park Sq
354-1160 ' 227-736

No Lower Rates in Mass.

Xi.if;' HE : Ke6-7067 at 1;45.3:t15,4:50,6:25,8:00,9:35

The Tech 
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Cagers canned by Brandeis

Grapplers sunk by UNH

THE LOSER WHO
BEAT THE SYSTEM!INTERACTIVE LECTURES

COSMOLOGY
by Prof. Philip Morrison, MIT

IMPLICATIONS OF THE APOLLO 11 LUNAR MATERIAL
by Dr. John A. Wood, Smithsonian Observatory

SYMBIOTIC THEORY OF THE ORIGIN OF HIGHEFR CELLS
by Prof. Lynn Margulis, Boston University

EXPERIMENTS ON THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
by Prof. Carl Sagan, Cornell

LEAF INSECTS, BIRDS, AND HUMAN COLOR VISION
by Prof. Jerome Lettvin, MIT

Students who are curious about the topics above are invited to
use an experimental system containing these interactive
lectures, which were recorded specifically for individual
listening. The lectures are unique in that they include a great
many recorded answers to interesting questions. The answers
extend and deepen the discussion, and can be quickly and
conveniently accessed.
If you would like to try the system, please call 864-6000, ext.
2800, or write a short note to Stewart Wilson, Polaroid, 730
Main St., Cambridge (near MIT), mentioning when you might
be free and how you can be reached.

"One of the major movie
-surprises of the year!
Elliott Gould and Dustin
Hoffman can move ver. -
Gene Wilder is dynamite!"

-Rex Reed, HOLIDAY MAGAZINE

UMC PICTURES PRESENTS A SIDNEY GLAZIER PRODUCTION

GEiVEWrLDEFPs
QUACtER DFORTNE

co-slamag -rsl~fee plle y by executve iucef

MARGOT KIDDER 6ABRIEL WALSH SIDNEY GLAZIER
Amod by direcle6 by

·JOHN H. CUSHING6HAM , MEL HOWARD WARIS HUSSEIH Co.oR .-] --
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